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What is MEEwalletTM?

MEEwallet is a digital wallet where you can store all your payment and
loyalty cards, just as you do with your physical wallet today.
MEEwallet can be used when shopping in stores and on the Internet
with payment and loyalty cards enrolled by the user.
MEEwallet uses Bluetooth technology and a multifactor authorisation
protocol enabling faster and safer payments for you and your customers.
Any information exchanged is tokenised, that is, all card, user, store/
merchant and payment information have unique identifiers. Third
parties cannot intercept sensitive or financial information.
Merchants in Denmark and internationally can use MEEwallet. Our
solution is future proof and will support all future payment, gift, and
loyalty cards.
Today, MEEwallet can be downloaded at the App Store and Google Play
for iPhones and Android phones. Windows phones will be supported
later this year.
MEEwallet supports VISA, VISA/Dankort, MasterCard, Forbrugsforenings
(loyalty) card and the prepaid solution Beeptify. Further payment and
loyalty solutions will be added continually.

How can customers use MEEwalletTM
in a store?

To receive payments from customers’ MEEwallet, the merchant requires
a communication terminal (payment terminal), the MEEgg. The MEEgg
is simple and fast to connect with the existing cash register.

• Customers shop as usual
• Shop assistants tap the MEE button on the cash register or use a standalone keyboard to enter the purchase amount
• During the payment session, the customer opens his/her MEEwallet
App and taps “Pay”
• MEEgg and MEEwallet communicate via Bluetooth
• The customer verifies the amount, selects payment method and
approves the purchase by entering a pre-selected PIN
• Acquirer (e.g. the bank) validates the transaction and payments are
generated
• For each successful or unsuccessful payment, the customer receives
an electronic receipt stored in the App and by email.
The store receives a copy of the receipt.
• The store/merchant has access to daily transaction and reconciliation
reports

Security for Merchants

At MEEwallet we think security first in everything we do. We
are convinced that security is key for both merchants and
customers.
Tokenisation
Our solution is based on a multi factor security protocol,
which encrypts (tokenises) all data. All payment methods are
encrypted upon enrolment in MEEwallet. In other words, if
the customer’s phone is stolen, no information regarding
enrolled payment methods can be obtained.
Authorisation
During a transaction session, all exchanged communication
is encrypted simultaneously and it is not possible to tamper
the communication channels. When activating MEEwallet,
the user creates a unique and private PIN to administer all
actions within the wallet

Fast and secure payments
Merchants accepting payment transactions with MEEwallet obtain
fast, reliable and secure transactions. Transactions are processed
within seconds, reducing overall transaction time compared to other
solutions available in the market. The solution is secure and cannot be
compromised.
MEEgg uses Bluetooth technology, which makes it compatible with most
mobile phones. Using Bluetooth technology implies that we can adjust
the range to the Point of Sales in the store. Flexible ranging is adaptable
to your requirements and provides both sales personnel and customers
an improved user experience

Getting Started as a Merchant

Contact

In Denmark our payment terminal, MEEgg, can be acquired from our
Danish merchant website www.meedkk.com, by contacting our sales
department at sales@meewallet.com or contacting one of our sales
representatives. For more information on prices and point of sales,
please visit our website.

Interested to learn more on how to get MEEwallet near you? Get in
touch with our Sales and Business development department by phone
or email.
sales@meewallet.com
www.meedkk.com and www.meewallet.com

Step guide to getting started
1. Contact sales@meewallet.com
2. Terms of Agreement for purchase of MEEgg
3. Sign agreements with Acquirers for selected payment methods
- follow general approval process with Acquirers
4. Delivery and installation of MEEgg

Estimated processing time is 48 hours
from signed contracts to delivery
• Plug-in the MEEgg
• Connect to Internet
• Create connectivity between cash register and MEEgg
• You are now ready to accept payments from customers
using MEEwallet
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